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INTRODUCTION

The investigation to be discussed in this thesis

employs essentially the same method and apparatus as

was used by Bernier in his earlier measurements of the

energy required to produce an ion pair in air for

Co60 radiation (Bernier 1956). Only slight modifications

of the experimental procedure were necessitated by

difficulties peculiar to the use of betatron radiation.

",

Absorbed Dose

The International Commission on Radiological

Units (I.e.R.U.) at the 7th International Congress of

Radiology in 1953 recommended the adoption of a new unit

of dose measurement to enable a closer correlation

between the dose of an ionizing radiation and its

biological or related effects. This unit expresses the

quantity of energy absorbed per unit mass at the point

of interest in an irradiated material. It was called

the "radii and corresponds to an energy absorption of

100 ergs per gram.

Provided that we can assume that all of the

absorbed energy is ultimately degraded into the form

of heat, we should be able to measure energy absorbed
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directly by calorimetric methods. However, due to the

difficulty involved in measuring these small temperature

changes, calorimetric methods have not in the past

been too practicable. As a result, energy absorbed has

usually been determined indirectly through ionization

measurements, the two quantities being related by the

Bragg - Gray expression (Gray 1936).

~: =Wpm

This relates the energy dissipated per unit mass of an

absorbing material (Em), to the ionization produced

per unit mass of the gas in a cavity within the material

(Jm). W is the average energy expended in producing

an ion pair in the gas and rm is the ratio of the mass

stopping power of the wall material to that of the gas.

The present experiment measures for betatron

radiation the ratio Em/Jm for graphite. The information

can be used in this form to estimate the energy

absorption in tissue from ionization measurements.

The ratio of Em/Jm can also be used to determine

a value for W, using a value of pm calculated from

theoretical considerations. At present the value of

W is rather uncertain due to the large variation in

existing published values. In 1954 Binks published

a review on the measurements of W for various gases and

types of radiation, going as far back as 1917. The
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value of W for air seems to be quite constant over a

wide range of electron energies above 8 kev. Until

recently the accepted average value of W for air was

32.5·!"" 1 electron volt per ion pair. In his recent

measurements at this laboratory, Bernier obtained a

value for W of 32.9 ! .4 ev/ion pair for ions produced

in air by electrons set in motion in graphite by 0060

radiation. The average photon energy of C060 is about

1.25 mev. In consideration of the recommendattons of

the I.C.R.U. urging a thorough investigation of the

value of W, it was thought desirable to make measure

ments at a much higher energy. In the experiments to

be described the University of Saskatchewan betatron

was used to give photons of 23 mev maximum energy.

Measurement of Energy Locally Absorbed

Microcalorimetric methods have been used previously

for the direct measurement of energy absorbed from

radiation (this was reviewed by Myers, 1949). However,

all previous measurements have been made by totally

absorbing the radiation.

In the microca1orimetric measurements which have

been made at this laboratory, only a small fraction of

the total energy carried by the beam was absorbed.

It was thus possible to measure the energy locally

absorbed in a small sample of material exposed to a

beam of radiation.



!be thermal capacity of sa.ples used tor local

absorption 1s very small compared to those use4 tor

total absorption. SiDee tbe rise in temperature pro

duced by the radiation is of the order et tbousanclth.

ot a clegree, it 1s essential tbat the absorption unit

'be w.ll insl11ated apinst temperature changes of its

surrou.n4ings • !o taci1itate this, the unit was enole•••

in an evacuated glass cylinder whieh was a1um1!11zed to

reduce heat losses b1' radiation. The glass cylinder

was iDmlerse4 in a water bath, the temperature of which

could be controlled to within .000300 of &nJ' particular

value.

The aDsorption ani t vas cylindrical in shape and.

contain.ed a theraistor whichtorJlled one ot the coapoD

ents of a Wheatstone bridge. On exposure to radiation,

the resistance of the thermistor decreased by an

amount proportional to the rise in t.aperatare. !he

amount ot energy .8sGrbed during irradiation could ..

determined trom the unbalanced voltage appearing

acress the bridge. Calibration vas achieved 1>7 c••

paring this unbalanced voltage to tbat preduced when

a known. amount of enercy was dissipated in the oyl1Dder

by a current through a heating coil. In practice this

voltage was amplified. and recorded automati.all,.

on a s.lt-....laneing potentiomet.r. An ionisation

ohamber of the same material and d.imensions
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as the absorption unit was then placed in the same

position in the radiation beam. The ionization produced

in the air volume of the chamber was measured.

It was thus possible to determine experimentally

the quantities Em and Jm of the Bragg - Gray relation.

The relative mass stopping power ratio was calculated

from theoretical considerations. With this informa

tion, Wair could be calculated from the Bragg - Gray

relation.

A detailed descr!ption of various parts of the

apparatus has been presented,.by Bernier in his .thesis

and will not be reviewed in this report. Only modifica

tions to the apparatus, necessitated by this particular

problem will be discussed.
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GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Originally the system was designed to accommodate

two calorimeters in symmetrically situated arms of the

vacuum system. This arrangement was used in the ftdual

type calorimeter" experiments described by Bernier.

In these experiments the thermistors which were

embedded in these two absorption units formed components

in opposing arms of the Wheatstone bridge. This meant

that such effects as self-heating in the thermistor,

changes in bath temperature and changes in pressure in

the system could be minimized.

A "single-type calorimeter" can also be used where

one of the thermistors is replaced. in the bridge circuit

by a precision resistance. ill this case the absorption

unit rises to some temperature above that of the bath

such that an equilibrium is established between heat

losses and the heat input by the exciting current

through the thermistor. If the pressure in the system

is reduced to a very low value, effects due to changes

in pressure are negligible as are the effects of bath

temperature fluctuations.

Experiments with the "single-type calorimeterU

have proved to be equally successful and because of

their added simplicity, the method was adopted for all

measurements described here.
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Measurement of Ionization

In the experiments with Co60 radiation the

procedure was to measure the energy absorption first.

The vacuum was then destroyed and the absorption unit

was removed from the system to be replaced by an

ionization chamber to measure the ionization.

It was decided for these experiments to utilize

the other arm of the vacuum system for ionization

measurement. A brass plug was inserted to seal it off

from the rest of the system so that it remained at

atmospheric pressure while the other arm was evacuated.

The ionization chamber was then installed in this arm

where it remained throughout the experiment. A diagram

of the apparatus appears in fig. 1.

With this arrangement, iw was possible to measure

energy absorption or ionization at any time during the

experiment simply by moving the entire system laterally

across the path of the gamma ray beam. To facilitate

this a track was constructed to accommodate the cart

on which the calorimeter assembly was mounted. This

track was placed in a fixed position on the floor and

the assembly could be rolled back and forth on it,

ensuring accurate reproduction of the distance between

the absorption unit or ionization chamber and the

be ta tron targe t.

Integration of Dose

In the ideal case the energy absorbed in the wall
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the apparatus and Wheatstone bridge circuit.
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and the ionization produced. in the air ~illed cavit7

should. be measured simultaneously in the saa. sample.

This, ot course, is technically tapossihl. and instead

the two quantities must be measured alternately 111

d.it~erent samples. For Co6• radiation this presente4

no prob1•• sinee the dese rate r _mained constant through

out an 8xper1JDent; the S year haU lite ot the radio

active decay could 1M neg1eoted.

However in the ease ot betatron radiation the dose

rate is not constant with time and. it vas neoessBry to

provide so.. method o~ integrating this varying dose

during Ileasurements ot • aDd JIB. !hese quantities

could then 'be expressed in terms ot the integrated

dose tor eompari8oD. !his was clone by using a ••cond

ionization chamber to monitor the radiation during all

measurements. A diagram snowing the aoniter s7.te.

appears in tig. 2. !he monitor 8Y8te. was OlI1tted trom

tiC. 1 tor the sake ot olarity.

Copper tUbes, closed at one end, were he14 in

position, one hehiDd. the absorption mit and one 'be

hind the ionization UD1t. -fhese "wells" vere sur

rounded on the outside by the water bath and .ere

open to tbe atmosphere at the top. Both.ere -.d.e to

acoommodate the sa.e IlOnitor chamber. In tig. a, the

monitor appears in the position ~or energy absorption

measure.nts. !he moDitor was a sealed. al1Dl1na



Monitor in position for

energy absorption measurement

10

Ionization

unit

Absorption

unit

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the monitor system.
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ionization chamber. The ionization current from it was

used to charge a 1000 r',..P fd Stablex condense~ and the

voltage collected was measured with a Townsend Balance

circuit similar to the one used for the actual

ionization measurements (Cormack, Johns and Whitmore

1955). This circuit will be discussed later.

Geometry

Since the energy absorption and ionization were

not measured in the same graphite sample, it was

essential that the geometry be identical for both of

. these two separate units and their respective monitor

unit. It was essential that the absorption and ioniza

tion units lie in a plane parallel to the line of

motion of the system as determined by the track. The

track was so placed that the axis of the radiation

beam was normal to this plane. The monitor wells

were constructed with their axes the same distance

apart as the axes of the absorption and ionization units,

and were located so that the axis of the beam passed

through the centers of both the absorption (or ionization)

unit and the monitor chamber. Threaded screws

provtded for accurate adjustment of the distance between

the absorption or ionization unit and the corresponding

monitor well (see fig. 2).

* Manufactured by Industrial Condenser Corporation.
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A close-fitting lucite sleeve ensured that the

center of the mont tor chamber would lie on the axis of

the monitor well in each case.

At the beginning of each experiment X-ray pictures

were taken, making it possible to locate very accurately

the position of the absorption or ionization unit on

the axis of the beam. In this way reference points

could be established on the fixed track and throughout

the rest of the experiment these were used for

positioning the system.
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ENERGY ABSORPTION

Electronic EquIlibrium

It was shown in the experiments with Co60

radiation that it is necessary to surround the absorp

tion unit with a baffle composed of the same material.

This ensures equilibrium between the electrons leaving

the absorption unit and those being scattered towards

it.

Theore tically, the thiclmess of the baffle should

be as great as the range of the most energetic. electrons

set in motion by the radiation. If the thickness of

the baffle is too small, electrons produced in the

glass vessel may reach the absorption unit; since the

atomic number of glass is slightly higher than that of

graphite, too many electrons would be scattered towards

the absorber in this case.

In practice, however, a baffle thickness considerably

less than the maximum electron range is sufficient to

ensure effective electronic equilibrium, due to

obliquity of electron paths and the relatively small

number of higher energy electrons. The average range

of electrons set in motion by 22 mev photons is about

5 gm/cm2~ whereas the thickness of the baffles used in

the ex.periment was 4 gm/cm2• Experiments with varying

field size indicated that electronic eqUilibrium had

been obtained.
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Both the absorption and ionization 1IDits were

surrounded by such baffles. They were supported in

position by lucite rods which held them firmly in

position while still minimizing heat exchange. The

diagrams in fig. 3 show the arrangement of the two

units.

There are two important reasons for surrounding

the ionization chamber with a baffle. In the first

place, it is essential that the radiation beam

experience the same attenuation in reaching the ioniza

tion unit as in reaching the absorption unit. Secondly,

this extra thickness of graphite is necessary to ensure

that electrons crossing the ionization cavity will

have originated in graphite.

Pair Production

For photons of the energy of Co60 radiation,

electrons are set in motion almost entirely by Compton

effect which means that the number of electrons set

in motion in any absorber depends only on its electron

density. Consequently, for an absorber composed of

different sUbstances, the relative contribution of each

component to the energy dissipated is directly

proportional to the number of electrons per gram of

that substance. It was thus possible for C060 radiation

to calculate an effective mass of the whole absorp-

tion unit, taking into account the contribution of the

non-graphite components.



to

thermistor leads

0- ring j

aluminized
surface

baffle s

thermistor
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suspension
ring

lucite rods

insulating tubes

heating coil

absorption
cylinder

~""'~~"'"-@--ion chamber
----~

Pig. 3. Detail or the absorption and ionization units.
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For 22 mev photons, however, an appreoiable

portion of the primary electrons in the absorbing

medium result from pair production; in this case

the energy absorbed per gram is roughly proportional

to the first power of the atomic number of the material.

The heater and thermistor are both composed of materials

having much higher atomic numbers than graphite,

though their mass is very small (.3% of the total mass).

The aluminum foil jacket which was used in C060

experiments to reduce heat losses by radiation is

probably the most largely responsible for the extra

energy dissipated since its mass is 1.5% of the total

mass of the absorption unit. It is more difficult in

this case to calculate precisely the relative contribu

tions of each absorber component to the energy

dissipation. The value of the effective mass used

for cobalt measurements is smaller than the correct

value for betatron radiation and results in too large

a value for the ratio of Em/Jm when it is used in this

determination.

In order to reduce this pair production effect to

a minimum, the aluminum foil jacket was removed from

the absorption cylinder and a graphite sleeve about

5 mm. thick was slipped over the cylinder (see fig. 3).

A similar sleeve was placed on the ionization chamber.

With this arrangement, carbon constituted 99.9% of the

total mass of the absorption unit, reducing the effect
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of the non-carbon components to a negligible minimum.

Determination of Energy Absorbed

To measure energy absorption, the apparatus

was located so that the axis of the radiation beam

passed through the center of the absorption unit, and

the monitor chamber was placed in position behind it.

Exposing the unit to radiation gave a heating trace of

the type shown in fig. 1+ while at the same time the

ionization produced in the monitor chamber was

measured.

Also shown in fig. 4 is a heating trace of the

type obtained when energy was supplied to the absorp

tion unit by the heater for calibration purposes. The

heater current was adjusted to give about the same rise

in temperature per unit time as the radiation.

In the portion of the trace from A to B, the

temperature of the unit is slowly rising towards some

eqUilibrium value. At B, the heating is initiated and

it continues to C after which the temperature of the

unit eventually returns to the eqUilibrium value. The

change in the heat losses is much more noticeable

for the heater run since in this caBe the temperature

of the massive baffle remains at equilibrium while the

temperature of the absorption cylinder rises. The

large temperature gradient between the sample and the

baffle results in rapid cooling of the sample. After
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a heater run, the temperature of the bath was usually

increased slightly. This alters the slope of the trace

beyond D, hastening its return to the slope of AB so

that further measurements can be made. The final

rebalance of the bridge is achieved by adjusting the

variable resistance decade box (see fig. 1). For

the irradiation run, the time constant of the cooling

beyond C is very large and the change in slope between

the portions CD and AB is very small. Consequently the

portion of the trace CD would continue on beyond D

as essentially a straight line for a period of time

at least equal to the time elapsed from A to D. This

makes it possible to do another run immediately after

the irradiation trace is completed, by simply adjusting

the decade box so as to rebalance the bridge.

In the traces, the portions AB and CD are

extrapolated to enable measurement of the deflection.

In analysis of the heating traces, in order to

compare the energy gain in the heater and irradiation

runs it is important to choose the deflection which

correctly repre~ents the rise in temperature that would

have been effected if there had been no heat loss.

Keesom and Kok (1932) give a method for determining

the time at which this deflection should be measured.

However, unless the portion of the trace Be
appreciably, the expression which they derive give
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value of t/2 for the time at which the deflection

should be measured. Since in all our heating traces

the portion Be is very nearly linear, the deflection

was measured at the mid-point of the heating interval.

In practice, the calibration deflecti.ons were

observed to vary slightly, probably due mostly to

variation in the amplification. Assuming that this

variation was a smooth function of time, these

calibration deflections were plotted as a function

of the time at which they were made and a continuous

line was drawn through them. Fig. 5 illustrates

the variation of the calibration with time over the

duration of an experiment. Using this procedure it

is possible to determine the calibration factor at

any particular time dur:1ng an experiment; since the

heater and irradiation runs are oft~n separated by a

considerable period of time, (as much as 1 hour) this

information is valuable in the analysis of results.

The instigation of this refinement reduced the

statistical fluctuations of our energy absorption

measurements to a very low level as can be seen from

inspection of our experimental results which are given

later (see Table II).
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IONIZATION

Bragg-Gray Theory

If the two experimentally-determined quantities,

Em and Jm are to be used along with the Bragg-Gray

expression to determine the average energy expended in

producing an ion pair in air, it is essential that

the ionization cavity fulfill the requirements of the

Bragg-Gray theory of the small ionization chamber.

This requires that the cavity be surrounded on all

sides by a thickness of the absorbing material at

least equal to the range of the most energetic electrons

set in motion by the radiation. This ensures that

no electrons 'crossing the cavity originate outside

the absorbing medium. The chamber which has been used

in all experiments with graphite is cylindrical in

shape (see fig. 7) and has a wall thickness of .;9 gm/cm2•

It is known from previous work at this laboratory

(Cormack and Johns 1954) that .~ gm/cm2 is sufficient

to ensure electronic equilibrium with Co60 radiation.

For betatron radiation, the baffle contributes to the

effective wall thickness of the ionization chamber,

making the total wall thickness 4.5 gm/cm2 which is very

close to the value which Cormack found to be adequate

for electronic equilibrium at this energy.

A second requirement of the Bragg-Gray theory is

that the cavity should not disturb the angular or energy
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distribution of the electron flux. This requirement

is met if the dimensions of the cavity are such that

an electron loses only a small fraction of its energy

in crossing the cavity. If the chamber size meets this

requirement, then it will also ensure that only a

small amount of ionization will be contributed by direct

absorption of quantum radiation by the gas in the

cavity. That the chamber size satisfied the Bragg-

Gray theory was shown by Bernier in an investigation

of the dependence of ionization current on gas pressure.

This is equivalent to varying the cavity volume. The

ratio of the ionization current to absolute pressure

was found to be constant.

Chamber Shape Effect and Saturation

Satisfied that our ionization chamber meets the

Bragg-Gray requirements, we must still ensure complete

collection of the ions produced in the air volume.

Earlier invest:i.gation of saturation conditions for

this chamber, made by Bernier and the author, showed

that the ionization current did not seem to reach an

ultimate saturation value; instead it increased steadily

at the rate of about .2% per 100 volts increase in

the collecting voltage in the region from 100 to 500

volts. For betatron radiation the saturation "plateautt

was observed to have a slope of about .3% per 100 volts

as shown in fig. 6. A suggested explanation for this
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slope was that collection of ions was incomplete at

certain points in the chamber, due perhaps to non

uniform distribution of the electric field.

In order to investigate the possibility of some

such effect, spherical ionization chambers were

constructed and compared with the cylindrical chambers

used in the de termtna tion of Jm (see fig. 7). The

spherical chambers had an inside diameter of 12 mm

and a wall thickness of 3mm. A spherical collecting

electrode 6 mm in diameter was supported at the center

of the air volume to ensure a reasonably uniform

electric field. The air volume was measured using

mercury.

In these chambers, the grounded shield was

extended to the inner surface of the chamber. Not

only did this eliminate leakage between the collecting

and high voltage electrodes, but it also overcame a

"soakage effect'· which had been observed in earlier

chambers. Presumably the displacement current in the

dielectric material contributes to the ionization

current whenever the potential between the two

electrodes is changed. This effect is particularly

noticeable when making saturation measurements;

without the extended shield, too large an ionization

current is observed if a measurement is made immediately

after increasing the collecting voltage.
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and for the small leakage effects. It can be seen that

the agreement between the cylindrical and the spherical

chambers is very good for both dural and graphite.

A difference of less than .3% is noted between the

average values for the two types of chambers. We are

therefore able to conclude that the ionization is not

dependent upon chamber shape within the limits of

experimental error. It is reasonable to assume then,

that all of the ions produced are collected, and this

probably justifies the choice of a compromise

collecting voltage near the foot of the saturation

plateau. Too high a collecting voltage is undesirable

since it may produce additional ionization by collision.



TABLE I

Comparison of Cylindrical and Spherical Ionization
Chambers

Measu~ed Ionization
esu/cm Imin. at N.T.P.

28

Material

1

2
DURAL

3

4

Average

1

GRAPHITE 2

3

Average

Cylindrical

27.12

27.18

27.23

27.23

27.19

24.98

25.04

25.02

25.01

Spherical

27.31

27.23

27.33

27.24

27.27

24.93

24.98

25.05

24.99
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From these considerations, for betatron radiation a

collecting voltage of 270 volts was chosen (see fig. 6).

Other Effects

The effect of the stem of the chamber has also

been investigated. Separate experiments have shown

that no spurious ionization is produced and collected

in the stem and that any ionization produced in the

chamber by radiation scattered from the stem is

negligible. Changing the polarity of the collecting

voltage does not alter the ionization current.

It is felt that the problems of ionization

measurement have been quite thoroughly dealt with.

The results of all of our investigations have led us

to be reasonably confident of our measurements of Jm.

The true value should be well within the limits of

.the experimental error (: 1%).

Experimental Detail

The Townsend balance circuit which was used in

measuring the ionization current, is shown in fig. 8.

Its operation will be briefly described.

The central electrode of the chamber is connected

through a shielded coaxial cable to the grid of a

miniature electrometer tube (Victoreen 5800). Before

a measurement is made, the grid and central electrode

are grounded by closing the switch S and a reading is



....--

M2

S ~ro adjust

c

v

J;

----

collecting
voltage

chamber

------------

--

F1g. 8. Diagram ot Townsend balance circuit •.
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noted on the meter M2 in the plate circuit. The

grounding switch is then opened and the chamber is

exposed to radiation for a given period. The ionization

current tends to charge the grid and condenser

negatively; however, by adjusting the compensating

voltage V, the grid of the electrometer can be maintained

at ground potential. The charge, CV, on the standard

capacitor is then equal to the total charge collected

by the ionization chamber during the exposure.

The compensating voltage was measured with a

Sensitive Research voltmeter, Ml , which had been

calibrated using a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer

(Type K).

In the investigative experiments made with C060

radiation, a General Radio standard air capacitor was

used in the measuring circuit. Its nominal value of

500~~fd had been checked by the National Research

Council and found to be 499.8~~fd ! .1%. For betatron

radiation, longer periods of ionization measurement were

used, necessitating a larger capacity. In this case

a t'Stablextt capacitor was used in the measuring circuit.

Its capacitance of 5390,.,.fd was determined by com

parison to the General Radio capacitor. This was done

by making comparative ionization measurements with

0060 radiation for equal periods of time. The relative

compensating voltage required to keep the grid at
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ground potential would be inversely proportional to

the capacitance of each condenser.

In the actual experiment for betatron radiation,

the ionization was measured with the monitor chamber

in its position behind the ionization unit. Exposure

periods of 3 minutes were generally used and at the

end of this period both the ionization and monitor dose

were recorded.
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RESULTS FOR THE RATIO Em!Jm

Determination of Em

In table II appear some of the data from a typical

experiment made September 1, 1956 (Experiment 8).

Measurements of the energy absorbed from the radiation

beam were made first, for periods of about 3 minutes.

At the same time the ionization collected by the monitor

chamber was measured. The deflection as observed on

the radiation trace appears in column 3 of the table

while in column 4 is given the associated monitor

dose. The ratio of these two quantities (i.e., the

deflection per unit monitor dose) appears in column 5.

Heating runs were made at regular intervals to obtain

a plot of the calibration deflection as a function of

time. This made it possible to assign a more accurate

ucalibration factor" (interpolated deflection) to

each irradiation measurement. The actual heater

deflections appear in column 6; the calibration factors

in column 7 are determined from a graph which was

shown in fig. 5. In column 8, finally, appears the

ratio of the irradiation deflection to the calibration

deflection, per unit integrated dose.

The heater input, with a current of 1.098 m.a.

passing through a resistance of 58.81 ohms for 3

minutes is 12.76 x 104 ergs. The energy absorbed per



TABLE II

Data from Energy Absorption and Ionization for Betatron Radiation in Graphite.

Maximum photon energy: 22 mev
Platinum target. Integrator Setting: 1040
Field size: 9 x 12 em at 150 em
Effective mass of absorption unit: 20.01 gm.

Heating Current: 1.098 m.a.
Heater Resistance: 58.81 ohms
Standardeapacitor: 5390~JUfd
Air volume of ion chamber: 1.195 cm3

1

Run

1

2

Graphite sleeve on absorption and ionization units

Heating, irradiation and ionization measurement periods all 3 minutes.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Irrad. Mon. Ratio 3/4 Heater Ca1ib. Ratio 5/7 Ioniz. Mon. Corr. Press.
Time Def1 l n. Volts em/volt Def1'n. Fact. em/volt/em Volts Volts Ratio ....m!h
10:00 - - -Heater run- - - - - - 18.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10: 55 16.73 7.77 2.153 18.10 .1190 5.06 8.40 .6014

11:25 15.45 7.18 2.152 18.19 .1183 5.03 8.34 .6016 947.4

11: 50 17.91 8.17 2.192 18.27 .1200 5.07 8.42 .6018

12:15 - - -Heater run- - - - - - 18.35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1:20 16.81 7.74 2.172 18.41 .1180 5.15 8.56 .6007

1:40 18.06 8.29 2.179 18.40 .1184 5.08 8.44 .6014 948.3

2:25 17.90 8.15 2.196 18.35 .1197 .5.11 8.50 .5996
2:48 - - -Heater run- - - - - - 18.28 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bath temperature 24.7~e Leakage: .03 volts.
UJ
..j:'"
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gram of material, per illlit integrated dose, Em, is

obtained by multiplying the ratios in column 8 by the

heater input and dividing by the effective mass of

the absorption unit. As an example, the average ratio

for the first run (.1192) will be used to calculate a

value for Em:

.1192 £m ( 12.76 X 104 ergs)
Em = em volt ( 20.01 gm ) =7.60 x 102ergsi

gm/volt.

Determination of Jm

After completion of an energy absorption run, the

apparatus was moved so that the ionization unit. lay

on the axis of the beam, and the monitor was placed

in position behind it. Measurements of the ionization

and the monitor dose were made simultaneously; these

are recorded in columns 9 and 10 of table II. The

ionization voltage must be corrected according to the

calibration of the voltmeter and also for the small

leakage effects. The corrected value of the ionization

voltage per unit integrated dose is given in column 11.

This voltage, multiplied by the capacitance in farads

of the condenser on which it is collected and divided

by the mass of the air in the chamber gives the value

of Jm in coulombs per gram. This is converted to e.s.u.

per gram of air by multiplying by the appropriate

factor. The average value of the ratio for the first
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run (.6016) will be used in a sample calculation of

Jm. At a temperature of 24.7°C and a pressure of

947.4 millibars the density of air is 1.109 x 10-3gm/cm3•

Thus,

Jm = .6016 (5392 x 10-12 3» x 3 x 109 =73.4 esu/gm/volt.
(1.19, x 1.109 x 10-

The experimental value obtained for Em is the

average over the whole absorption unit and it is

assumed that this is the value 'that would be measured

at the centre of the unit. Because of the attenua-

tion the energy absorption is not uniform and the

front part of the unit absorbs energy at a somewhat

higher rate than the region more remote from the

target. The value we measure for Em is the value

for a point somewhat ahead of the centre of the unit.

This discrepancy is very small, however, (especially

for a cylindrical sample) and a negligible error

will be made if we assume that the values obtained

for Em and Jm pertain to the same point.
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Summary of Experimental Results

The experimental results for the ratio of Em!Jm

for betatron radiation are summarized in table III.

The first series of experiments (1,2,3 and 4) were

made with the aluminum foil surrounding the absorption

unit. Due partly to the increased energy contribution

by pair production in this foil and in certain other

non-carbon components of the absorption unit, these

results for Em/Jm were considerably higher than in later

measurements. Experiments with varying field size showed

that the value of the ratio was independent of this factor.

In the next series of experiments (5,6 and 7) efforts

were made to reduce the pair production effect. The

aluminum foil was removed from the absorption unit and

graphite sleeves were placed on both the absorption and

ionization units. A substantial reduction was observed

in the value of Em/Jm from the value that had been obtained

in the first series of experiments. Varying the maximum

photon energy of the radiation did not seem to affect

the value of the ratio. In removing the aluminum foil

and installing the graphite sleeve the absorption unit

had become quite fragile, however, and the noise level

in the thermistor was very high. Because of the increased

statistical fluctuation in our results, we were not

entirely satisfied with them. It was d~cided at this

point that the absorption unit should be replaced.
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TABLE III

Remarks
Indep.

Exp. Mtm1nts

Results for the Ratio EmlJm

Em Jm Em!Jm
ergs/gmLvolt esu/gm/volt ergs/esu

Al. foil surro1IDded absorption tu1i t. No sleeves.

1 4 Integrator 22 mev 9.38xl02 8. lOx103 .1158

2 3 Integrator 22 mev 8.88 7.65 .1161

3 5 Field size varied 9.09 7.88 .11')4

4 4 Integrator 22 mev 9.84 8.51 .1156

Al. foil removed. Sleeves placed on samples. High noise.

5 3 Integrator 22 mev 7.93 7.26 .1092

6 5 Integrator 20 mev 8.23 7.40 .1112

7 3 Allis-chalmers 20 mev 8.23 7.44 .1106

New absorption unit. Lower noise. Better heater contact.

Geometry corrected.

8 12 Integrator 22 mev 7.62 7.34 .1038

9 6 Integrator 22 mev 7.59 7.29 .1041

Considering only 8 and 9 Mean Em!Jm::= .1039 ± .0004
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A completely new absorption unit was assembled

incorporating a new thermistor and a new heating coil.

An improved technique was used in installing the thermistor

which made it much less fragile than in earlier units.

While the apparatus was dismantled a check was made

on the geometry and it was found that the plane

determined by the axes of the absorption and ionization

units was not parallel to the line of motion as

determined by the tracks. Not only did this mean that

the ionization unit was about .5 em further from the

target than the absorption unit, when eaeh was in position

for measurement, but also an added attenuation of about

.5 em of water was experienced by the radiation beam

in reaching the ionization unit. This would result in

the value of Jm being too low by as much as 2 or 3% as

compared wi th the value for Em. Also, when the old

absorption unit was removed. from the system and examined,

there was some suggestion of poor thermal contact between

the heating coil and the sample. Such an effect, if

present, would result in too small a heater deflection

(some of the heater energy escapes to surrowldings) and

the relative value of the energy absorbed on irradiation

would be too large.

Both of these factors then, would tend to increase

the value of the ratio Em/Jm and it is felt that they

provide an adequate explanation for the difference



between the results in the second and in the final

series of experiments.

It is also worth noting that poor thermal contact

between the heating coil and the absorption cylinder

would account for part of the unexpectedly large difference

between the results in the first and second series of

experiments; one would not expect that the pair production

effect could contribute this much to the energy absorption

('" 5%). The graphite sleeve introduced in the second

series of experiments would reduce the amount of heat

escaping from the heater to the surroundings since in

this case most of this energy would be transferred to the

s leeve itself.

Impressed with the importrolce of these technical

details, we took greater care in preparing the ea10rimeter

for the last series of experiments, to ensure aecurate

geometry and good thermal contact. The heating traces

in experiments 8 and 9 were extremely good, the thermistor

noise level being greatly reduced. The statistical

fluctuations between individual runs were small (0.7%)

in these experiments and were further reduced by plotting

the calibration deflections as a function of time.

In determining the most probable value of the

ratio Em/Jm the results for the last two experiments only,

were averaged. This gave for the ratio
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~.T. :. .1039 ±: .oolf. er,s/e.8.U.

,which i8 the .....rag. of 18 independent ...sur••ents.

It is telt that the eli.ousslon aooye a4.quate1y

3U8ti~i.s the.e conclusions.

!JalUition 'tErrgrl

!he estimated error tor the ratio .v.T••s

deterainecl b1' coabiD11l1 the .tatistical fluetl1&tioD of

the experimental .ea.ure••nts with the various 8y8t....ti.

errors. !he statistical error vas evaluated to be O.3J~.

!be technical errors are listed belowl

0.3_ due to uncertaint,. ot calibration of tne

milliammeter in the lBater oiront,

O.l~ in the _sa of the absorption cylinder,

0.1% in tbe determination o~ the air Yola.e of

the loa ohamDer,

0.3~ in the Yalue ot the capacitance,

0.2_ in the call'bratlon of the voltmeter .ed to

measure the campenaatine volta.e.

By taking the square root ot the sua ot the squares of

the aboYe. quoted errors, the overall probable error 1s

found to be 0.6_.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Comparison of the RatioE/J for Betatron and Cobalt Radiation

The value of the ratio can be expressed in two ways

\vhich differ only in units. \'le have so far expressed it

as the ratio of the energy absorbed in ergs per gram of

absorber to the io~1zation III e.s.u. per gram of air in

the cavity. It can also be expressed as the ratio in

ergs per gram of absorber to e.s.u. per cm3 of air. The

latter form is somewhat more convenient for use in

dosimetry since numerically it is approximately equal to

the energy absorbed per roentgen. Below is a comparison

of the ra,tios for Co60 and betatron radiation given in

both units.

Em/Jm (ergs/esu)

Em/Jv (ergs/gm/esu/cm3)

Cobalt

.1103

85.4

Betatron

.1039

80.1+

From a clinical point of view it is interesting to

note that for graphite, 6% less energy is absorbed per

gram for betatron radiation than for Co60 radiation for

the same roentgen dose.

Determination gf W for Air

Mass Stopping Power Ratios

The Bragg-Gray expressi-on

Em/Jm = Wpm

makes it possible to determine the value of VI air from

our experimental measurements if the value of fm, the



~ • (1)• •

mass stepping power ratio, 1s mown. !hls ,--tlt7

expresses the ratio of tne energy dissipated per unit

mass of an absorbing lledl1D1 to the energ,. dissipated

per unit mass ot the air ln a o&vlt:v Within the ••dl1111.

For monoenercetic electrons orosslnc the cavit,. it caD

be obtained .from the 81m,le expressiem.

.scon.
(fa> ..!L. ~.~

.. Dair .s~t~·

where DZ and !lair are the DDDer of electrons pelt mit

mass of the absorbing lIle4iWD (atelde DlDIber z) ~d ot
Coll Goll iair respectively, and .sz and eSair are the ~lec-

I

tronte stopping powers of l1e absorbing wall aDd ~t air.

!he latter represent the energy lost hy an .lec~on in
I

collisions as it passes through these medlUJ11.

In orcler to take into account the enera 41strl-'

but10n ot electrons crossing the cavitY', the ratio of

the electronic stoppine powers must be averaged over

all electron enereies. The general expression tor jO_
in consideration of this 1s

1'1
(fll)z :. ...::L.

!lair

L II(E) B.(K) eS;~~l A B

L.1l(B) es;t~l /:,. B
• • • (2)

where If(E) ~B is the D.Ulber ot electrons in the e!lera

interval lit, B wi th energy between E aDd I + A]I anel,

eSGoll
llz (E) = I is tbe ratie ef the electronic

eSOo11
air

stoppi!1C pOwers.
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The electronic stopping power eSz for a

material of atomic number z can be calculated for an

electron of energy E from the expression developed by

Bloch (1933):

(eS)~oll (E)

\.

2 t) mev cm2

+ (1 -(3 ) _0 ~ electron •••• (3)

ro = e 2 , r -m~> c2 , f3 =1:
mc2 - . 0 ,
"

e

where ro is the classical radius of the electron and r
is the rest mass energy equivalent of the electron. I is

the mean ionization potential of an atom of the material.

The term S expresses the reduction in the energy lost

by an electron in passing through a dense medium due

to ttscreening tt by the electrons in the medium. This

phenomenon, known as the density effect (Sternheimer 1952),

is a f1lllction of the density of the medium and the energy

of the electron. The effect is greater for higher

energy electrons.

Primary Electrons Only

Considering the primary electron flux only,

it 1s a relatively straightforward matter to calculate



from equation (2) the value of pm for carbon, taking

into account thettdensity effectu• This was done as a

preliminary investigation into the value of pm for

betatron radiation having a maximum photon energy of

24 mev.

The initial electron energy distribution for

.this radiation has been previously calculated by J.E. Till

(195'4). This distribution includes triplet and pair

production as well as Compton effect. The electron flux

distribution, N(E), was obtained from the initial

distribution using the method discussed by Johns, Cormack

and Ti11 (1954).

Values of the ensity correction for various

energies were determined according to Sternheimer's

method. This done, the lectronic stopping powers for

different electron energies could be determined. These

various factors could then be combined for corresponding

energy intervals and a numerical integration carried out

to yield the value of f m.

The value of ,fJ m obtained in this way was

0.954 which is 5% lower than the value for C060 radiation

of 1.007, obtained in the same manner by Bernier. This

difference results from the density effect which is

greater for higher energy electrons. This means that

relatively less energy is lost by a higher energy electron

as it passes through a medium.
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Primary and Secondary Electrons

Spencer and Attix in their presentation of a

modified theory of cavity ionization (1955) point out

inadequacies in the Bragg-Gray theory. It does not take

into account the fact that in many collisions a fast

secondary electron is set in motion which travels an

appreciable distance in dissipating its energy.

These secondary electrons or "delta rays" as

they are called, should be included in the electron

spectrum used to calculate the value of ~m as just

described. Most of these electrons have energies much

less than the initial energy of the primary electrons.

Since the stopping power ratio eSz/eSair increases with

decreasing electron energy for wall materials of atomic

number less than air (density effect), the inclusion of

these secondary electrons in the spectrum should tend to

raise the value of f m.

In the Bragg-Gray theory, all of the energy lost

by primary electrons is assumed to be dissipated at the

point where the collision takes place, and all of this

energy loss is included in the stopping power. However,

if we now are to include the secondaries in the electron

spectrum, the energy imparted to them must be subtracted

from the stopping power. Unless these secondaries travel

an appreciable distance we may regard them as dissipating

their energy at the point where they originate. In view
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of this, collisions which result in an energy transfer

greater than the ncutoff energy Ii- ,t are regarded as

contributing to the electron spectrum and their energy

transfers are excluded from the stopping power. The

value of the cutoff energy A is determined by the size

of the cavity; it should be approximately equal to the

kinetic energy which an electron requires to cross the

cavity. Consequently, of the electrons set in motion in

the' cavity, those having ranges greater than the cavity

dimensions will be included in the electron spectrum and

will dissipate their energy in the walls; those having

ranges smaller than the cavity dimensions tend to.dissipate

their energy within the cavity and will be included in the

stopping power.

The concepts of Spencer and Attix were used in

calculations made recently at this laboratory by Cormack

(1956) for 24 mev. maximum photon energy, though the

procedure used was slightly different. The calculations

were carried out in three steps:

(1) First the value of the electronic stopping

power ratio for graphite to air,R'c(E),

was determined including individual energy

losses less than~' •

(2) A calculation of the electron flux modified

by the secondary electrons was made. This

energy distribution including the "delta

rays" is denoted NICE).
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(3) With these quantities determined the

value of f m could be calculated from an

expression corresponding to equation (2);

namely

~ Nt (E) R' c (E) eS~~~1 A E •• (4)

J: Nt (E) eSColl AEair

The value of R'c (E) was calculated using

equation (8) given by Spencer and Attix in their paper.

For our ionization cavity, A was taken to be

20 kev.

In determining the modified electron spectrum,

a table similar to table I in the paper of Spencer and

Attix was prepared for electrons with energies up to 24

mev. The values tabulated in this case, rc (Ei, E), express

the ratio of the total electron flux to the primary electron

flux. Using these values for the ratio of total to

primary flux it was possible to calculate a corrected

electron spectrum including delta rays by reverting back

to the initial electron spectrum mentioned in the previous

section. Numerical integration of the expression (4) then

yielded a value of fID which took into account delta rays.

The value of r m obtained from this analysis

was 0.944 which is 1% lower than the value of 0.954

obtained for primary electrons only. This indicates

that the effects of including the secondary electrons in



the flux and excluding hard collisions from the energy

dissipation almost balance each other though we have not

determined the actual magnitude of each of these effects.

All we can actually say is that the effect on Rc' of

excluding hard collisions seems to lower the value of p m

by 1% more than modifying the spectrum increases it.

Experimental Values of Wafr:'·

The average energy required to produce an ion pair

in air for electrons set in motion by betatron radiation

can thus be determined from either of these two values

for the mass s topping power raticr. Table IV summarizes

these experimental results.

TABLE IV

Experimental Values of Wair for Betatron

Considerations

Primary electron flux only

Including fast secondary

electrons 0 •• 944

32.7 :t 0.4

33.0 :t 0.4

We base our conclusions on the argument presented

by Spencer and Attix in their theory of cavity ionization.

The value of f m obtained using their concepts (0.944)

is taken to be the most nearly correct value for the

ratio of the mass stopping powers of carbon to air for

electrons set in motion by 22 mev betatron radiation.
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The probable error in the value of f m is es tima ted to

be :I: 1%.

We therefore quote as the result of our experiments

a value of 33.0 :t .4 ev./ion pair for the average energy

required to produce an ion pair in air.
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In the investigation vh1chhas just ieen iescribe4,

two ph7sical quantities have been measured .%perllllenull,..

These are ~, the enercy absorbed per unit mass of a

material exposed to betatron ra4iation and .r., the ionis

ation preducecl per unit ass or the gas in a cavity

within the material. !hese experi.entall7-determinei

quantities were then cOllbined with theoretieal values

tor 1'. an.d. usinl the Bragg-Gray expression Im/J. =
Wpm, the average energy required. to produce an ion

peirin air (W) was determined.

Proble.. en'erlng lato the measve•••t of Im/J.
have been earefull7 dealt with and considerable oonti

dence is plaoed in. the value quoted tor the ratio. !he

value of p. i8 perhaps some"hat le•• reliable though

it should be within the l1m1ts of the est1Jlated. error.

It is interesting to note that the "I&lue tor Wair

obtained. ter 22 Mev betatron radiation 18 1n excellent

agree.ent with the valae obtaine. earlier tor Oobalt 60

radiatiOD, sl1lge.tine that the energy expended 87 an

electron 1n produoing an 10n pair is independent ot

the energY' ot the electron.
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